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Messages from the Epistle to the Hebrews. ,By Handley C. G.
Moule D.D., Bishop of Durham, Eliot Btock, Patemoster
Row, London, England. 1909. ,Pages 120. Price 28 net.

Bishop Moule thinks that Paul probably gave his line of
argument to a gifted prophet, who under the guidance of the
Spirit, wrote the wonderful Epistle to the Hebrews. That is
possible-s-who knows? But, apart from that ..point, we have
thirteen delightful expositions by the gifted Bishop of Durham
whose "Ephesian Studies" and other volumes have so delight
ed thousands. His 'books are seholarly, simple, clear, interest
ing, devotional and greatly helpful. '.Dhe present volume is
somewhat briefer than the others, but it contains the heart of
the message of "Hebrews".

A. T. RoBERTSON.

The Zodia or Tbe Clherurobim in the Bible and the Cherurbim in the
Sky. Pages xv+376. Price 6 shiUings.

The Mystery of Three. A Bible Study. Pages vii1+157. Price 3s.
6d.

The Mystery of Seven. A study of Silent Analogues in Scripture.
Pages x+161. Price 2s. 6d. All by E. oM. Smit'h. Published
,by Eliliot Btoek, London, in 1906, 1907, 1908 respootively.

These three works, the first finely illustrated with pictures
and charts, deal with the mystic in Christianity, particularly
in the Ohristian Scriptures. Such as delight in that sort of
thing will find here very fine reading. These are no ordinary
works by some one who has a mere fancy backed up by no
knowledge. The author is manifestly a gentleman of learning,
culture and full information. He writes with enthusiasm and
uses his material to good advantage. There are many who
will find these studies confirmatory of their faith in the divine
origin of the Scriptures; many who will find occult wisdom in
them and yet others will find entertainment where they cannot
find profit, because they will account as accidental or incidental
and so fanciful 'and superficial the facts here set forth in all
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